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ABSTRACT 
 
Diverse and very close to the national specificities, the “industrial risk cultures” have been for the first 
time harmonized with the publication of COMAH (for Control Of Major Accidents Hazards) 
European directives in 1982 and 1996. 
 
Through their implementation, these Seveso-named directives generated the first common prevention 
and emergency planning basis. 
 
After risk assessment and scenario modelling, the company is directly responsible for in-plant 
emergency planning. Prevention methods and safety procedures have to be prepared, tested and 
registered by the internal safety departments.  
 
If an accident occurs, the off-site planning has to run, under the leadership of policy makers. Strategy, 
coordination and control of different public agencies are keys of crisis management.  
 
Over these 15 years-old process, the aim of the paper is to describe how it is possible to do more than 
regulation requirements, with a good private-public partnership (industrial company-public EM 
services), with technical means and advanced technologies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
National crisis management regulations in Europe have been constantly revised since World War II.  
 
Technical and legislative evolution can be considered now after 60 years hand-in-hand development. 
Citizen exigencies also played a great deal of influence to this important process of social risk 
assessment.  
 
France also followed this new way of safety management and the proposed communication will focus 
on shared experiences between industrial companies and fire and rescue services, based on the same 
success objectives. 
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EUROPEAN RISK ASSESSMENT AND EMERGENCY PLANNING, LEGAL FOCUS 
 
It has been recognized for many years that certain industrial activities involving dangerous substances 
have the potential to cause accidents.  Some of them give rise to serious injury to people or damage to 
the environment both close to, and further away from, the site of the accident. Such incidents have 
come to be known as major accident hazards. 
 
European Directives 
 
Historically diverse and very close to the national specificities, the “industrial risk cultures” have been 
for the first time harmonized with the publication of the first COMAH (for Control Of Major-
Accidents Hazards) European directive in 19821. 
 
The first objective of these regulations was to deal with a double concern: 
 
-  Begin to give an answer for controlling the major industrial risks after a decade of severe 

accidents which have brought a collective sentiment of “unsafety”, even if media treatment of 
these catastrophic (or not) incidents was involved. In fact, at the end of the seventies after the first 
petroleum crisis, the ecological trend settled in Europe, taking his roots in Germany. Aim for 
more safety, seems to be linked to this tendency, with once again, the part played by Medias and 
the television’s power improvement.  

-  The second idea was to harmonize the industrial safety regulations in the (very) heterogeneous 
and young Europe, and through this new kind of regulation, to draw the first inventory of the 
major accidents risks establishments in Europe. 

 
Eight years later, in 1996, a second directive comes out to complete the prevention, control and 
mitigation of industrial major accidents², introducing new concepts5,6 as land use and cumulative 
effects of different dangerous goods. 
 
The dispositions of this supranational regulation are now enforced all over Europe. Main principle is 
the setting out of two levels of requirements for concerned establishments:  
 
-  For the “lower tier”, the operator must draw up a document setting out his Major-Accident 

Prevention Policy (MAPP). The document is intended to give an overview of how the operator 
ensures a high level of protection for man and the environment. The document should take 
account3 of the principles contained in Annex III of the Seveso II directive in the following seven 
areas: 

 organization and personnel 
 identification and evaluation of major hazards 
 operational control 
 management of change 
 emergency planning 
 monitoring performance 
 audit and review  

 
-  For the “upper tier” establishments, the operator is required to demonstrate in a safety report that 

a MAPP and a Safety Management System (SMS) for implementing it have been put into effect in 
accordance with the directive requirements. 

 
The Safety Report  
 
It is also a document provided by the industrial company containing a description of the establishment 
to enable the control authorities to have a clear picture of its purpose, location, activities and hazards. 
Facing to accident scenarios, services, technical equipment and processes for safe operations must be 
registered. The guidances4 of the directive consider the following items to be explained: 
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 Management and organization 
 Location 
 Lay-out of the establishment 
 The environment and surroundings of the establishment 
 Dangerous substances 
 Hazardous installations and activities 
 Services 

 
The regulations require that the operator of a “high risk” establishment produces two plans: 
 

 an on-site emergency plan, which is prepared by the operator, to specify the response to an 
emergency which may affect those who work on the site; 

 an off-site emergency plan, which has to be prepared by the local authority which specifies the 
coordinated response of partner agencies to an emergency which has any off-site effects.  

 
On-Site Emergency Plan 
 
Under the Prefect (State highest civil servant in provincial administration) control, industrial 
companies are in France responsible since 1985 for their own internal planning, which was in fact 
created by the first Comah directive. Based on risk assessment and scenario modelling, this in-plant-
emergency planning has to be submitted to prefect services and fire and emergency services. After 
this step, the approbation of authorities confers to this first level of planning a good place in the 
national mitigation strategy of industrial accidents.  
 
To give good complementarities with the external planning, requirements and contents have been 
defined, by the administration at first, and then by professional network7 .Moreover, the processes of 
safety task sharing have been improved, between public fire and emergency services and company 
safety teams. Although professional cultures are different, these safety procedures have been largely 
taught, for more than a decade, in the French fire officer academy, and in crisis training sessions by 
petrochemical companies. 
 
These facts and crisis management standards were the starting-up of a quite obligatory relationship 
between fire and rescue services and the operator. 
 
Off-Site Emergency Plan 
 
In France, the Prefect is responsible for emergency planning, especially for industrial off-site plan.  
 
If an accident occurs, he ensures that emergency services take account of people directly involved in 
the crisis, reporting to government. The Prefect is the authority in charge of strategy, coordination and 
control of different public services such as fire services, police, medical service and cities technical 
services: in name of the central government, he’s the policy maker. 
 
 
EMERGENCY PLANNING, ON-FIELD AND OPERATIONAL FOCUS. 
 
Illustrating the complementarities of public and private means, we want to show what is really used 
on field, if an accident takes place.  
 
Our approach is characterized by “joined-up” partnership and professionalism that is reflected in our 
contingency planning and has been carefully built up over the years. This ensures robust incident 
management through pre-planning, execution of the scenario, to a thorough debrief and beyond.  
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FIGURE 1. Crisis management center 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 2. Oil storage pre-planning 
 
 
We plan, prepare and train thoroughly with partners, holding regular exercises covering a wide range 
of potential scenarios. All this is done to a set of agreed protocols and compliance to the appropriate 
legislation, but which remain flexible and adaptable to cover almost any eventuality. 
 
Achievement of shared objectives, and our own corporate vision, means we have to be able to respond 
to all foreseeable challenges, as well as deal with the inherent risks that may occur in our operating 
area. 
 
For twelve years, French Fire and Rescue Services have been developing and using computerised 
planning, based on GIS software. Over the good way for appliances, these tools allow data integration 
such of the two emergency planning levels, list of dangerous goods, specific hazards, care and 
operational procedures, identity of operator correspondent [see appendix 1]. 
 
Immediately used in the call-center, different informations are also available on tablet PC, for the fire 
commander8. The resources of these e-documents are, of course, useful for the incident commander: 
population involved; environmental data; water supplies; chemical risks; industrial organisation and 
strategic contacts in the company management. The reporting through a command car appliance, takes 
place in GIS environment and data transmission to headquarters. 
 
The cartography provided by the engineering industrial services allows a strong connection between 
the risk management and industrial processes.  
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In case of hydrocarbons fire, the use of updated and shared data between the two main actors of 
emergency management is very useful. In fact the calculations of the foam quantity, the water supply 
dimensions can be prepared and stored on Gis software9. On the field of the fire, it’s easier to agree on 
technical approach and to have a real collaboration on the fight. 
 
The integration of virtual reality (VR) technology with traditional geographical information systems 
and tools for managing emergency procedures is particularly interesting from both a decision support 
and training perspective. A VR interface could either replace a conventional 2D interface or 
complement it, depending on user requirements. 
 
Studied for ten years10,11 VR technology can be indifferently used by companies and industrial 
operator or fire and EM services to associate on the same basis through a G.I.S, all data needed in the 
safety management system, in a global planning. Moreover, VR technology enables users to really 
interact with three-dimensional data, providing a potentially powerful interface to both static and 
dynamic information. 
 
Since large amounts of spatial and temporal data can be presented directly to the user, it should be 
possible to improve overall situation awareness using a well-designed VR user interface to an 
emergency management system. 
 
One of the many benefits of adopting a virtual reality-based approach within an integrated fire 
command training system is that command at both the tactical and operational levels can be combined 
within exercises with a high degree of realism. Join sessions allows industrial manager and public 
safety actors to train together, without interfering to industrial processes. 
 
Finally, VR enable all exercise activities to be recorded for post-exercise analysis and comment. 
Consistency of training doctrine is promoted by adopting a computer-based approach which 
incorporates local operational procedures and local and international best practice. VR scenarios could 
incorporate advanced technology for simulating typical activities specific to oil and gas fires, such as 
drenching systems and foam blankets.  
 
At last, the experimentation this year of robotic units in toxic and radioactive atmospheres, allows our 
services to have benefits of non human resources, in accident imaging (IR or visual), in toxic or 
irradiative measurements. The use of such remote apparatus is also expected in fight against Cbrn 
terrorism. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 3. Virtual reality scenes 
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FIGURE 4. CBRN survey robot 
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